SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE: LANDSCAPE, PRODUCTION AND COMMUNITY

A public seminar presented by
Curtin University Sustainability Policy (CUSP) Institute,
Transition Margaret River and the AMR Shire

Programme

5.00pm: Light refreshments
5.30pm: Lower Blackwood LCDC’s Whole-of-Landscape Vision for Sustainability by LCDC Representative, Dr Laura Stocker & Dr Gary Burke
6.00pm: Regenerative Agriculture in Margaret River by Lawson Armstrong & Laura Bailey, Margaret River Organic Farmer
6.30pm: Discussion

DATE Thursday, 22 February, 2018
TIME 5pm - 7pm
VENUE Margaret River Education Campus: W9 Winery Classroom

• ALL WELCOME •
• Entry by gold coin donation to Transition Margaret River •

Make tomorrow better. sustainability.curtin.edu.au